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*Candidate Cities and Venues for the Winter Olympics* (2002)
Centre d’Etude et de Recherche sur le Sport et l’Olympisme (CERSO), University of Franche-Comté, France
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Evangelia KASIMATI, University of Bath, Great Britain/Greece (IOC OSCs Grant holder)
The Olympic Games' Cultural Programme and its Role in Fostering Local Creativity (2010)
Ilaria PAPPALLEPORE, University of Westminster, Great Britain (IOC OSCs Grant holder)
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5. Ethics

Li-Hong HSU, University of Leeds, Great Britain/Chinese Taipei (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

6. Gender

The Process of Inclusion of Women in the Olympic Games (2006)
Ana Maria MIRAGAYA, Universidade Gama Filho, Brazil (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

7. History

Andrew DENNING, University of California, USA (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Amateurism in the International Press, the Sapporo 1972 Winter Games (2007)
available only in French
Guy-Lionel LOEW, University Marc Bloch, France (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Toby RIDER, The University of Western Ontario, Canada (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Candidate Cities and Venues for the Winter Olympics (2002)
Centre d'Etude et de Recherche sur le Sport et l'Olympisme (CERSO), University of Franche-Comté, France

Historical Review of the Interference of Politics in the Olympic Movement and the Olympic Games (2008)
Stephan WASSONG, Liverpool Hope University, Great Britain
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Sylvain ADAMI, Centre d'Etude et de Recherche sur le Sport et l'Olympisme (CERSO), University of Franche-Comté, France

Centre d'Etude et de Recherche sur le Sport et l'Olympisme (CERSO), University of Franche-Comté, France

available only in French
Pascal CHARITAS, University Paris-Sud, France (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

The Diffusion of Olympic Sport through Regional Games: A Comparison of pre- and post-Second War Contexts (2008)
Dikaia CHATZIEFSTATHIOU, Canterbury Christ Church University, Great Britain (IOC OSCs Grant Holder)

The Historical Evolution of Olympic Games Legacy (2008)
Becca LEOPKEY, University of Ottawa, Canada (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

The Olympic Movement’s Response to the Challenge of Emerging Nationalism in Sport: An Historical Reconsideration of GANEFO (2010)
Russell FIELD, University of Manitoba, Canada (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Kathryn HENNE, University of California, USA (IOC OSCs Grant holder)
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Yoan GROSSET, University Joseph Fourier – Grenoble 1 and University Claude Bernard – Lyon 1, France (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

8. International Relations

Toby RIDER, The University of Western Ontario, Canada (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Pascal CHARITAS, University Paris-Sud, France (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

The Diffusion of Olympic Sport through Regional Games: A Comparison of pre- and post-Second War Contexts (2008)
Dikaia CHATZIEFSTATHIOU, Canterbury Christ Church University, Great Britain (IOC OSCs Grant Holder)
Philani NONGOGO, University of Pretoria, South Africa (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

The Olympic Movement’s Response to the Challenge of Emerging Nationalism in Sport: An Historical Reconsideration of GANEFO (2010)
Russell FIELD, University of Manitoba, Canada (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

9. Law

The Olympic Games and International Law (2009) – available only in French
Frank LATTY, University of Auvergne, France (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

10. Marketing

Full thesis (2011)
Xinquan YANG, University of British Columbia, Canada/People’s Republic of China (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

11. Media

Qing LUO and five other researchers, University of China, People’s Republic of China (IOC OSCs Grant holders)

Social Networks and Olympic Communities: Experience of Beijing, Vancouver and Singapore Games (2010) – available only in French
Françoise PAPA, Université de Grenoble, France

Television in the Olympic Games - The New Era (1998)
Full report of the symposium co-organized by the IOC Radio and Television Commission, the International Chair in Olympism of the Autonomous University of Barcelona and the Olympic Museum (OSC) Lausanne

The Challenges and Opportunities of the Olympic Movement over the Next Decade: A Communication Approach (2009) – available only in French
Françoise PAPA, Université de Grenoble, France
#media2012: Citizen media as a platform for cultural representation at the Olympic Games (2010)
Beatriz GARCIA, University of Liverpool, Great Britain

Social Networking and the Olympic Movement: Social Media Analysis, Opportunities and Trends (2011)
Emilio FERNÁNDEZ PEÑA, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain

12. Medicine

Kathryn HENNE, University of California, USA (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

13. Olympic Games Management / Legacy

Challenges and Opportunities for the Olympic Movement - Balancing the Games Lived Festival Experience and its Global Media Projection (2009)
Beatriz GARCIA, University of Liverpool, Great Britain

Examining the Importance of Olympic Games Legacy Aspects among Host City Residents: A Temporal Approach (2010)
Kyriaki KAPLANIDOU, University of Florida, USA (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Is Sydney Still an Olympic City? (2010)
Kristine TOOHEY, Griffith University, Australia

London 2012: Developing a Cultural Legacy for Local Communities in Hackney (2009)
Nancy STEVENSON, University of Westminster, Great Britain (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Full thesis (2011)
Xinquan YANG, University of British Columbia, Canada/People's Republic of China (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Olympic Villages - Hundred Years of Urban Planning and Shared Experiences (1996)
Full report of the symposium co-organized by the Olympic Museum (OSC) Lausanne and the Autonomous University of Barcelona
Miquel DE MORAGAS, M. LLINES and Bruce KIDD, editors

Eva KASSENS, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA/Germany
The Legacies of the 2010 Winter Olympic and Paralympic Games in Vancouver (2010)
Bruce KIDD, University of Toronto, Canada
Becca LEOPKEY, University of Otawa, Canada (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Full report of the symposium co-organized by the Olympic Museum (OSC) Lausanne and the Autonomous University of Barcelona
Miquel DE MORAGAS, Christopher KENNETT and Nuria PUIJ, editors

Lynn MINNAERT, University of Westminster, Great Britain/Belgium (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

*The Olympic Games’ Cultural Programme and its Role in Fostering Local Creativity* (2010)
Ilaria PAPPALEPORE, University of Westminster, Great Britain (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

*The Olympic Games Management and Legacy* (2008)
Kristine TOOHEY, Griffith University, Queensland, Australia

*Volunteers, Global Society and the Olympic Movement* (1999)
Full report of the symposium co-organized by the Olympic Museum (OSC) Lausanne and the Autonomous University of Barcelona
Miquel DE MORAGAS, Ana Belén MORENO and Nuria PUIJ, editors

### 14. Olympic Movement

Andrew DENNING, University of California, USA (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Toby RIDER, The University of Western Ontario, Canada (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

*Challenges and Opportunities for the Olympic Movement in Future Decades: an Educational and Historical-Educational Perspective* (2009)
Stephan WASSONG, German Sport University Köln, Germany

*Challenges and Opportunities for the Olympic Movement in Future Decades: the Corporate Social Responsibility* (2009)
Kristine TOOHEY, Griffith University, Australia
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Emilio FERNÁNDEZ PEÑA, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain
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Nicolas CHAMEROIS, University of Franche-Comté, France (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Bruce KIDD, University of Toronto, Canada

Kathryn HENNE, University of California, USA (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

The Problems and Prospects of the Olympic Movement (2009)
Bruce KIDD, University of Toronto, Canada

15. Olympic Sports / Sport / Athletes

Andrew DENNING, University of California, USA (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Ian HENRY, Loughborough University, Great Britain

Sylvain ADAMI, Centre d'Etude et de Recherche sur le Sport et l'Olympisme (CERSO), University of Franche-Comté, France

The Problems and Prospects of the Olympic Movement (2009)
Bruce KIDD, University of Toronto, Canada

Sport and Olympism: Common Issues, Threats and Opportunities Analysed by Academic Research (2008)
Gudrun DOLL-TEPPER, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany

16. Olympism / Spirit and values of the Olympic Movement

Challenges and Opportunities for the Olympic Movement in Future Decades: An Educational and Historical-Educational Perspective (2009)
Stephan WASSONG, German Sport University Köln, Germany

Different perspectives on the culture and education programme of the Youth Olympic Games : nonformal and informal learning (2011)
Gudrun DOLL-TEPPER, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany
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Challenges and Opportunities for the Olympic Movement in Future Decades: the Corporate Social Responsibility (2009)
Kristine TOOHEY, Griffith University, Australia

Examining the Importance of Olympic Games Legacy Aspects among Host City Residents: A Temporal Approach (2010)
Kyriaki KAPLANIDOU, University of Florida, USA (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Olympism and Nation-building from a Cultural Perspective. Beijing Olympics and the Traditional Hutong Neighbourhood
Jialing LUO, University of Cambridge, Great Britain / People’s Republic of China (2009 Grant holder)

Social Networks and Olympic Communities: Experience of Beijing, Vancouver and Singapore Games (2010) – available only in French
Françoise PAPA, Université de Grenoble, France

The Challenges and Opportunities of the Olympic Movement over the Next Decade: A Communications Approach (2009) – available only in French
Françoise PAPA, University of Grenoble, France

The Legacies of the 2010 Winter Olympic and Paralympic Games in Vancouver (2010)
Bruce KIDD, University of Toronto, Canada

The Non-Infrastructural Impacts of the Olympic Games on Socially Excluded Groups in the Host Community: A Comparative Scoping Study from Atlanta 1996 to Beijing 2008 (2009)
Lynn MINNAERT, University of Westminster, Great Britain/Belgium (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Bruce KIDD, University of Toronto, Canada

Volunteers, Global Society and the Olympic Movement (1999)
Full report of the symposium co-organized by the Olympic Museum (OSC) Lausanne and the Autonomous University of Barcelona
Miquel DE MORAGAS, Ana Belén MORENO and Nuria PUIG, editors
18. Urbanism & Architecture

*A Need for Symbiosis between Olympism and the Host City's Social Reality* (2001)
Stephany TZANOUDAKI, Edinburgh College of Art-Heriot Watt University, Great Britain (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

*From Global Field to Local Neighbourhood, Sustainable Transformation of the Olympic Park for the City* (2008)
Hiromasha SHIRAI, London School of Economics and Political Science, Great Britain/Japan (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Eva KASSENS, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA/Germany

19. Youth Olympic Games / Youth, Sport and Olympism

*Olympism and Youth* (2009)
Gudrun DOLL-TEPPER, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany

*The Youth Olympic Games, their Programs and Olympism* (2010)
Cesar TORRES, State University of New York College, USA

20. Olympic Games

(Analysis of more than one edition of the Summer and Winter Games)

*Social Networks and Olympic Communities: Experience of Beijing, Vancouver and Singapore Games* (2010) – available only in French
Françoise PAPA, Université de Grenoble, France

Lynn MINNAERT, University of Westminster, Great Britain/Belgium (IOC OSCs Grant holder)
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(Analysis of more than one edition of the Summer Games)

*Ex*amin*ing the Importance of Olympic Games Legacy Aspects among Host City Residents: A Temporal Approach* (2010)
Kyiaki Kaplanidou, University of Florida, USA (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

*From Global Field to Local Neighbourhood, Sustainable Transformation of the Olympic Park for the City* (2008)
Hiromasha Shirai, London School of Economics and Political Science, Great Britain/Japan (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Nicolas Chamerois, University of Franche-Comté, France (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Becca Leopkey, University of Ottawa, Canada (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

Eva Kas sens, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA/Germany

22. Winter Olympic Games

(Analysis of more than one edition of the Winter Games)

Andrew Denning, University of California, USA (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

*Candidate Cities and Venues for the Winter Olympics* (2002)
Centre d'Etude et de Recherche sur le Sport et l'Olympisme (CERSO), University of Franche-Comté, France

Centre d'Etude et de Recherche sur le Sport et l'Olympisme (CERSO), University of Franche-Comté, France

23. 1972 - Sapporo Olympic Winter Games

*Amateurism in the International Press, the Sapporo 1972 Winter Games* (2007) available only in French
Guy-Lionel Loew, University Marc Bloch, France (IOC OSCs Grant holder)
24. 2000 - Sydney Olympic Games

*Is Sydney Still an Olympic City? (2010)*
Kristine TOOHEY, Griffith University, Australia

25. 2002 - Salt Lake City Olympic Winter Games

*Results from the 2002 Winter Olympic Games at Salt Lake City* (2002)
Centre d'Etude et de Recherche sur le Sport et l'Olympisme (CERSO), University of Franche-Comté, France

26. 2004 - Athens Olympic Games

Evangelia KASIMATI, University of Bath, Great Britain/Greece (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

27. 2006 – Torino Winter Olympic Games

*The Olympic Games' Cultural Programme and its Role in Fostering Local Creativity* (2010)
Ilaria PAPPALEPORE, University of Westminster, Great Britain (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

28. 2008 - Beijing Olympic Games

Qing LUO and five other researchers, University of China, People’s Republic of China (IOC OSCs Grant holders)

*Olympism and Nation-building from a Cultural Perspective. Beijing Olympics and the Traditional Hutong Neighbourhood*
Jialing LUO, University of Cambridge, Great Britain / People’s Republic of China (2009 Grant holder)

*The Olympic Studies in China* (2008)
Hai REN, Beijing Sport University, People’s Republic of China
29. 2010 - Vancouver Olympic Winter Games

Managing corporate partner relationships to achieve sustainability: case study of the Vancouver Organizing Committee for the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games
Research report (2008)
Full thesis (2011)
Xinquan YANG, University of British Columbia, Canada/People’s Republic of China (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

The Legacies of the 2010 Winter Olympic and Paralympic Games in Vancouver (2010)
Bruce KIDD, University of Toronto, Canada
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Different perspectives on the culture and education programme of the Youth Olympic Games: nonformal and informal learning (2011)
Gudrun DOLL-TEPPER, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany

The Olympic Games’ Cultural Programme and its Role in Fostering Local Creativity (2010)
Ilaria PAPPALEPORE, University of Westminster, Great Britain (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

The Youth Olympic Games, their Programs and Olympism (2010)
Cesar TORRES, State University of New York College, USA
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London 2012: Developing a Cultural Legacy for Local Communities in Hackney (2009)
Nancy STEVENSON, University of Westminster, Great Britain (IOC OSCs Grant holder)

#media2012 : Citizen media as a platform for cultural representation at the Olympic Games (2010)
Beatriz GARCIA, University of Liverpool, Great Britain
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